MOBILE POWER AND CHARGING

Qi Wireless 10W Charging Mouse Pad

A versatile mouse pad that combines the functions of a non-slip mouse pad, mobile phone stand and Qi Wireless Charger
Aluratek’s Qi Wireless 10W Charging Mouse Pad combines the functions of a sleek mouse pad and a mobile phone stand and wireless charger. Up your multi-tasking skills by charging any Qi-enabled device while using your computer. You no longer have to worry about leaving your desk with a dead device. Simply place your Qi-enabled device on the Qi charge icon and the Qi charger begins charging your mobile phone instantly. The functional built-in stand allows for comfortable viewing, so you don’t have to worry about missing important calls or texts while waiting for your device to charge. The large surface area, smooth tracking surface and stitched edges makes the wireless charging mouse pad a durable surface for gamers. Never again will your game be interrupted by a text or phone call, your charging device is within your fingertips for easy access.

Overview:

Aluratek’s Qi Wireless 10W Charging Mouse Pad combines the functions of a sleek mouse pad and a mobile phone stand and wireless charger. Up your multi-tasking skills by charging any Qi-enabled device while using your computer. You no longer have to worry about leaving your desk with a dead device. Simply place your Qi-enabled device on the Qi charge icon and the Qi charger begins charging your mobile phone instantly. The functional built-in stand allows for comfortable viewing, so you don’t have to worry about missing important calls or texts while waiting for your device to charge. The large surface area, smooth tracking surface and stitched edges makes the wireless charging mouse pad a durable surface for gamers. Never again will your game be interrupted by a text or phone call, your charging device is within your fingertips for easy access.

Features:

- Qi Wireless Charging pad
- Built-in Stand
- Non-Slip Mouse Pad
- Large Surface Area Perfect for Gaming
- Sleek Design
- LED Indicator Light
- Limited 1 Year Warranty
Built-in Stand

Featuring a built-in mobile phone stand, charge your device with the option of propping up your device or lay flat for the most optimal view of your phone. Never miss an important text of phone call while waiting for your phone to charge.

LED Indicator Light

The LED indicator light shows when the device is being charged. You’ll never have to question if your mobile device has enabled the charging pad.

Smooth Track Pad

The sleek, large surface area, stitched edges and non-slip grip makes for a durable surface all mice.

Package Contents:
- Qi Wireless Charging Mouse Pad
- Micro USB cable

Requirements:
- Qi-enabled device